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EFFECT OF OSCILLATORY INSTABILITY ON
STABILITY OF TWO-FLUID LAYERS

Nobuyuki IMAISHI and Katsuhiko FUJINAWA
Chemical Research Institute of Non-Aqueous Solutions,
Tohoku University, Sendai 980
Teiriki TADAKI

Department of Chemical Engineering, Tohoku University,
Sendai 980

Condition for the onset of interfacial turbulence in mass transfer is investigated by a linear sta-
bility analysis. In a previous paper, it was revealed that inclusion of the Rayleigh effect as well as
the Marangoni effect into analysis alters the stability limit and removes the contradiction between
many experimental results and the Sternling and Scriven criteria of stability.
In this paper, the analysis is further extended to include oscillatory instability, which was neg-

lected in the previous analysis.
The results show that oscillatory instability takes an important role in the onset of instabilities,

and also that oscillatory instability always takes place when the destabilizing Rayleigh effect and
the stabilizing Marangoni effect are competing.
It is suggested that the oscillatory instability of this kind may be correlated to the onset of violent

interfacial turbulence or eruption.

Introduction

In a previous paper2\ it was revealed that the Ray-
leigh effect has a profound destabilizing influence

upon Marangoni convection caused by inter facial mass
transfer in horizontal two-fluid layers confined between
two solid walls. In performing the analysis, however,
it was assumedwithout proof that the marginal sta-
bility is stationary rather than oscillatory. This as-

Received November 29, 1979. Correspondence concerning this article
should be addressed to N. Imaishi.
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sumption, referred to as the principle of exchange of
stabilities, had been justified for the pure Rayleigh
convection problem3} and the pure Marangoni convec-
tion problems1>6) of single-fluid layers. Sternling and
Scriven5), however, found that both stationary and

oscillatory instabilities appear in the pure Marangoni
convection problem in two-fluid layers.
In this paper, the same subject as ref. 2) is analysed

again, without assuming the exchange of stabilities in
order to assess the influence of oscillatory instability
on the stability of two-fluid layers subjected to both
the Rayleigh and the Marangoni effects in concert.
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1. Analysis

Consider two immiscible viscous fluids, as shown

in Fig. 1 of ref. 2), bounded by horizontal solid surfaces
of infinite extent held at constant concentrations. To
test the stability of the two-fluid layers, use is madeof
the well-known linear stability analysis in each phase
which, after linearization, reduces the equations in
terms of the perturbation variables to

rfa-,r}*l-tfg)rwl CD
and

jf-D^e^ -fa - w, (2)

where j3j=(dC°/dz) is the presumed initial linear con-
centration gradient. The boundary conditions are

a)dwJdz=O b)^=0 c)01=O atz=d1

d)dw2/dz=0 e)w2=0 f)62=0 atz=-d2,

andat z=0,
g) e^md, h) /32(a^1/az)=/31(a^2/az)

i) Wi=w2=0 j) dwjdz=dw2/dz

ky ido/dc.Whd^^wjdz^-^wjdz2)

(3)

This set of differential equations and boundary con-
ditions defines an eigenvalue problem.

Eigenfunctions are assumed to have the form of
w,-= W3(z)ei(X*ert, ^=<9/z)e^e^

where a is wave number of the disturbance and y is
growth constant which is a complex variable in general,
Y=TR+iji. In the previous analysis, only the condi-
tions for neutral stationary stability were investigated,
thus the value ofj was always set to be zero.

The following nondimensional variables are intro-
duced.

Zi=jj, b^dp, r^rr

Equations (l)-(3) are reduced to
[(DJ-6J-^XDJ-*}-Scy à" rdW-b^+b) å  Ra3] F,=0

(4)
a)D1^1=O b)^=0 c)©1=0 atz1=l

d)D2PP2=0 e) W2=0 f)©2=0 atz2=-l
and at Zi=z2=0,

g) p*i>*81=mD*&2 h) v*D1©1=jD*D2e2

i) W^W^O j) ^D1W1=r2D2W2
k) -6SMa2©2=vVD!^i/'l8-DlJF2

where

(5)

t In this analysis the effect ofinterfacial contamination is not
taken into account.
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Table 1 Summaryof property ratios
Solute D* v* /'* A* m Sc2

Acetic
acid

1.957 0.6914 0.6040.5649 0.0143 1140 1/D*

Acetone 1.953 0.6914 0.604 0.6542 0.8511 830 IAD*

Solvents : Benzene (phase 1) and Water (phase 2)

ej= -(D).-b)- rm-bWil(!>2r X"j) (6)
^=^1/^2, v*=vi/v2, D*=D1/Di9 i8*=i81/i82

r= djd2
and D^=dn/dzJ. i?^- and M^- are the Rayleigh and
the Marangoni numbers in the y-th phase respectively.The general solution to Eq. (4) is

i=l
(7)

where ni3 is the z-th root of the characteristic equation
for the Eq. (4).

Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eqs. (5) through (6)
yields twelve linear homogeneous algebraic equations
for the twelve unknownconstants ai3. For the solu-
tions to be nontrivial, the characteristic determinant
of the coefficient matrix must vanish.

H(b,-, Raj9 Ma2, r, D*, v*, /3*, /**, m, Sc,-9 fr)=0 (8)

For a pair offluids, D*, v*9 /3*, p*9 p*=pjp2 and
J*=(p2/pi)(dpldC)1/(dpldC)2 are all specified. The
values of bl9 b2, Scl9 Sc2 and Ral9 Ra2 are related to
each other by the following equations.
b±=rb2, Ra1=(J*^*r*/v*D*)Ra29 Sc.^^/D^Sc,

Hence, for a given system, the relation between Ma2
and b2 for an arbitrary value of Ra2 is calculated from
Eq. (8). For a given complex value off2, the calcula-
tion will generally result in a complex value of Ma2.
The result, however, has a physical significance only
when the imaginary part of Ma2 is zero. A digital
computer program was written to find automatically
the values of f2I which correspond to the points where
the imaginary part, of Ma2 vanishes, for an arbitrary
value of f2R.

2. Numerical Results and Discussion

2. 1 Specific results
At first, calculated results for two particular cases

are described.
Calculations were made for the benzene-water two-

fluid layer in which acetic acid or acetone is transferred
through the interface. These systems are chosen with
particular reference to makea comparison betweenthe
present results and the previous work2). The ratios of
physical properties used in the calculations are listed
in Table 1.
1) Acetic acid (r=1.0) The Marangoni number

corresponding to the marginal stabilities (7^=0) are
361



Fig. 1 Marginally stable Marangoni number as a function of wave
number for various Rayleigh numbers for transfer of acetic acid

Fig. 2 Relationship between the Marangoni number and wave
number for the marginally stable and growing disturbance (acetic

acid, Ra2=6000)

Fig. 3 Stability diagram for transfer of acetic acid

shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the wave number.
For a given value of the Rayleigh number, the region
to the left of each curve corresponds to the stable state,
whereas for the right of the curve the system is un-
stable. Solid lines denote the stationary marginal
jieutral) state (f2=7J2i2=:752z=O), and the dotted lines
:he oscillatory marginal state (j2R=0 but f2i=£0). In
:his system, the oscillatory marginal state appears
3nly when the Rayleigh number Ra2 exceeds 2100.
rhe behaviour of the oscillatory instability is elucidated
:n Fig. 2 for the case ofRa2=6000. In the figure, the
Ma2-b2relations are plotted not only for marginal
state but also for growing instabilities (f2R>0). As
f2^ increases, oscillatory instability prevails in nar-
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Fig. 4 Response of oscillatory instability curve
for liquid depth ratios for transfer of acetic acid

rower region. And when y2B exceeds 0.05, no oscil-

latory instability appears.
The stability diagram is obtained as shown in Fig. 3.

The hatched region denotes unstable state. The solid
line in Fig. 3 corresponds to stationary neutral state.
This line is the same as that of the previous work. The
dotted line corresponds to oscillatory neutral state.
This diagram shows that the assumption of the prin-
ciple of exchange of stabilities misleads to too wide a
stable region when the direction of mass transfer is
from benzene to water; that corresponds to the second
quadrant of the stability diagram.

2) Acetone (r^l.O) The stability diagram for this
system is similar to that shown in Fig. 3. Oscillatory
instability is predicted only in the 2nd quadrant of the
diagram (Ra2>0, Ma2<0). For this system, however,
only the 1st and 3rd quadrants of the diagram have
respective physical significance (see ref. 2)). There-
fore the oscillatory instability exerts no influence on
the stability criterion. Figure 5 of ref. 2) can be used
with no correction.
3) Response to the liquid depth ratio r. In these
two cases, the liquid depth ratio r is revealed to exert a
small influence on the incipience of oscillatory instabil-
ity. Increasing the value ofr shifts the stability curve

corresponding to oscillatory instability downward on
the stability diagram to a small extent, as shown in
Fig. 4. Further increase in r results in the appear-
ance of the other mode of stationary instability, as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 of ref. 2). In such a case,
oscillatory instability is no longer responsible for the
stability of the system.
2. 2 Miscellaneous results

Some calculations other than for the above two
systems were conducted to explain the influence of
oscillatory instability on two-fluid Rayleigh-Marangoni
problem more generally. Table 2 shows the combina-
tions of property ratios used. Sternling and Scriven5)
showed that the pure Marangoni instability in a two-
fluid layer of infinite depth is classified into 10 modes
in accordance with the order ofD*9 v* (r2 and e2 inref.
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Table 2 Summaryof property ratios
Case D* y* /** A* m Sc2 /3*

1 1.957 0.6914 0.604 0.5649 0.0143 1140 1/D* D*>l>v*9 f>0
2 1.957 0.6914 0.604 0.5649 0.0143 10 1/D* Z)*>l>y*, />0

3 0.500 0.8000 0.604 0.5649 0.0143 700 1/D* l>i>*>D*9 />0
4 1.953 0.2000 0.180 0.6350 0.8511 830 1/D* D*>1>»*, />0
5 1.957 1.2000 0.604 0.9815 0.0143 1140 1/D* D*>»*>1, f>0
6 1.000 0.6914 0.604 0.6542 0.8511 830 1/D* D*=l>v*9 />0

7 1.200 0.6914 0.604 -1. 1440 1.0000 800 1/D* i)*>l>i,*, />0

Fig. 5 Stability diagrams for Case 1 and Case 2 Fig. 7 Stability diagram for Case 4

Fig. 6 Stability diagram for Case 3

5)) and also with the sign of a parameter/ (for the
definition of/, see Eq. (34) of ref. 5)). The last column
of Table 2 shows the order of these parameters for
ready comparison.
Resulting stability diagrams are shown in Figs. 5
through 10. In these figures, an unusual coordinate
scaling is employed for clarity of presentation.
Case 1 corresponds to the above-mentioned water-

(acetic acid)-benzene system. Case 2 is chosen to

examine the effect of Sc2. Since stationary neutral
stability is independent of Sc2, the effect of Sc2 is
exerted only on oscillatory neutral instability. As

shown in Fig. 5, its effect is revealed to be less signif-
icant. Figure 6 shows the stability diagram for a system
in which £>* is smaller than unity. If D* is smaller
than unity, the stability diagram obtained is a mirror
image of that of a system in which D* is greater than
unity. In Fig. 6, the stability diagram is represented

VOL. 13 NO. 5 1980

Fig. 8 Stability diagram for Case 5

in terms ofRa± and Mau since they are greater than Ra2
and Ma2 in this system.
All of these results show that the inclusion of oscil-
latory instability in analysis results in predicting a
narrower stable region and that a careless use of the
principle of exchange of stabilities maycause serious
error in manycases.
The results of these numerical studies, however, can-
not justify the setting up of such a general criterion for
the incipience of oscillatory instability as that shown by
Sternling and Scriven for the pure Marangoni instabil-
ity in two-fluid layer of infinite depth. The three sta-
bility parameters of Sternling and Scriven, D*9 v* and
/are revealed to be no longer responsible in predicting
the incipience of the purely Marangoni effect-induced
oscillatory instability in a two-fluid layer of finite
depth, except in case 6. The upper and lower solid

walls stabilize the fluid layer against oscillatory insta-
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Fig. 9 Stability diagram for Case 6

Fig. 10 Stability diagram for Case 7

bility with increasing viscous dissipation.
Whena vigorously destabilizing Rayleigh effect is
imposed, all of these systems first become unstable
with oscillatory instability. The origin of this oscil-

latory instability is explained in terms ofa competition
of the two counteracting driving mechanisms. When
Raj exceeds Ra°, the Rayleigh effect provokes the fluid

into motion. But if the fluid begins to move, the
Marangoni effect takes place to prevent the motion.
Consequently, a to-and-fro fluid motion may be origi-
nated; this motion corresponds to the oscillatory in-
stability in this case. If A* is negative as in case 7,

oscillatory instability of this type can occur in two
quadrants in the stability diagram, Fig. 10.

2. 3 Discussion

It maybe worthwhile to consider to what phenomena
the mathematically predicted oscillatory instability

does correspond, although the authors well recognize
that the linear stability analysis deals only with infinites-
imal disturbances which cannot be compared with the
observable disturbances, and that the shortcomings

in the model cause certain limitations on its predic-
tions.

In the other field of stability problems, the oscil-
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latory instability corresponds to the origin of the tur-
bulence, as the origin of the turbulent flow, whereas the
stationary instabilities often correspond to the ordered
roll cell convections, the Taylor instability and the well-
known Benard cells.

It is well-known that a vigorous turbulence char-
acterized by the existence of localized dilation-com-

pression movements, eruption, is provoked by the in-
terfacial mass transfer of acetic acid from benzene to
water. In the reverse direction of transfer, on the con-
trary, only a slow and gentle fluid motion is produced.
This fact and the stability diagram of Fig. 3 suggest
that the oscillatory instability is closely connected to

the incipience of inter facial turbulence. It coincides
with Sawistowski's explanation of the origin of erup-

tion^. If it is so, the incipience of inter facial tur-
bulence is successfully predicted by this linear stability

analysis in which both the Rayleigh and the Marangoni
effects and also the oscillatory instability are all taken
into account. As it is, however, the relation between
oscillatory instability and the incipience of inter facial
turbulence is not yet rigorously assured and should be
further confirmed in other liquid-liquid mass transfer

systems.

Conclusion

The previously reported linear stability analysis
of two-fluid layers is extended to include oscillatory
instability. It is revealed that oscillatory instability
takes place whenever the vigorously destabilizing

Rayleigh effect and the counteracting Marangoni ef-
fect are competing.

Incipience of oscillatory instability is often respon-
sible for the destabilization of the fluid layers. There-
fore, in order to predict correctly the stability limit of
two-fluid layers, in which both the Rayleigh and the
Marangoni effects prevails, oscillatory instability

should be always taken into account.
Nomenclature

bj = nondimensional wave number [-]
C ° = initial concentration distribution [mol/m3]
Dy = diferential operator (=d/dzj) [-]
D = diffusivity [mys]
d = liquid depth [m]
g = gravitational acceleration constant [m/s2]

= V=T [_]
Ma = Marangoni number(=^(da/dC)d2/iiiD) [ ]
m = distribution coefficient (= Ci/C2) [-]
Ra = Rayleigh number (=-£à"Jà"#à"d^jvD) [ ]
r = liquid depth ratio (=d1/d2) [-]
t = time [s]
W = eigenfunction of velocity perturbation [m/s]
w = z component of velocity [m/s]
x =coordinate [m]
z =coordinate [m]

a = wave number [1/m]
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rix

- presumed initial concentration gradient
[mol/m4]

= growth constant [1/s]
= expansion coefficient (= -(dp/dC)j/pj) [m3/mol]
eigenfunction of concentration

perturbation
concentration perturbation

viscosity
density
interfacial tension

d2idx2 + d2/dy2 +d2/dz2
d2/dx2 + d2/dy2

<Subscripts>

/ = imaginary part of complex value
j = (j=l, 2) phase 1 (the upper fluid layer)

and phase 2 (the lower fluid layer)
R = real part of complex value

[mol/m3]
[mol/m3]

[N - s/m2]
[kg/m3]

[N/m]

<Superscripts>
=nondimensional form

* = ratio (property of phase 1/ property of
phase 2)
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AXIAL MIXING OF PARTICLES IN ROTARY
DRYERS AND COOLERS

HlDEHARU HIROSUE

Government Industrial Research Institute, Kyushu,
Tosu 841

For the purpose of making clear the mechanism involved in the axial mixing of particles in rotary
dryers and coolers, the axial mixing of particles in batch systems was measured.
The diffusion model has been applied to the axial mixing of particles in batch and continuous

systems and the influence of the operating variables on the diffusion coefficient in batch systems and
on the axial dispersion coefficient in continuous systems has been examined.
As a result, it is found that the influence of the operating variables on both the coefficients is

essentially the same and that the ratio of diffusion coefficientto axial dispersion coefficientis
approximately equal to 0.7 under the same experimental conditions. This result indicates that as
the axial mixing of particles in the batch system is considered to be due to collision and bounce
between the particles falling from the flights and the bare wall, the lifting flights and the particles
deposited in the lower part of the dryer collision and bounce may be a major mechanism involved in
the axial mixing of particles in continuous rotary dryers and coolers.

Introduction

The residence time distribution of particles is of
importance for the design and performance of rotary
dryers and coolers because it is directly related to the
nonuniformity of product quality.

It has therefore been already examined by some
researchers4'9>11) and the following results were pre-
sented45 :

1) The residence time distribution of particles in
rotary dryers and coolers approximated to the logarith-
mic normal distribution, which has two parameters,
Received November 30, 1979.
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i. e. the geometric mean retention time and the geo-
metric standard deviation.
2) The geometric mean retention time was nearly

equal to the apparent mean retention time possible to
estimate12\ The experimental equations for the
geometric standard deviation were obtained under
conditions of both no air flow and air flow.
It was also found that the values of the geometric

standard deviation were less than 0. 1 whether there was
air flow or not. This result suggests that the influence
of the residence time distribution on the properties of
the products may not be of importance.

However, for the purpose of making clear the
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